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The purpose ofmy thesis is to present Virtual Reality as a tool in
aiding Education. I used the Macintosh computer as the driving base
ofmy project, and configured inexpensive commercially available
computer peripherals as input devices. I investigated the effectiveness
with which virtual worlds can present information, as well as studied
the use of low cost software, input devices and drivers currently avail
able on the Macintosh Computer. In addition, this thesis describes the
strength, weaknesses and concerns involving the use of Virtual Reality
in learning and the limitations of the current technology.
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Introduction
"We describe innovations in terms ofwhat they replace. The automobile
replaced the horse and now our landscapes and ourpace of travel have
changed. The television replaced the radio and so changed the pace ofour
senses and ofnews and entertainment. The computerwas first a symbol
processor and after just twenty years it is transforming our concept of infor
mation and information processing. The essence of the computer revolu
tion is yet to come, computers are essentially generators of
reality."1
I think Dr. Briken has a brilliant perspective on the technology
of virtual reality and its impact. As we enter the twenty first century
we now have the technology to present information in a fashion only
visualized in science fiction novels. With the super computers and
powerful graphic applications, we can now create methods of trans
ferring information through life replicating experiences. In order to
meet this growing field and assist in its use in our society, it will take
skilled designers in graphics and communication.
I believe the computer interface used in Virtual Reality can pro
vide a better way of presenting
fundamental topics in the application
of learning. Virtual Reality (VR), as I describe it for the terms of this
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paper is a three-dimensional computer generated environment which
uses input devices that are responsive to human movements and
allow the manipulation of objects or events within the computer gen
erated environment. Other terms such as Cyberspace and Artificial
Reality also apply to this technology. Cyberspace describes the
immersive aspect of being in a computer generated environment.
Artificial Reality describes an interaction between a user or many
users with a computer generated object or scene on a two dimension
al screen. A variety of equipment are used to create these virtual reali
ties such as the Silicon Work Stations, VPL's DataGloves, head mount
ed displays, tracking devices, body suits, 3D construction programs
etc., all of which represent man's ability to continue to improve
computer communication and human interface.
Presenting information to a student in an interesting and moti
vating manner has been a concern of educators for centuries. Though
many methods of learning have been developed, none have provided
a way of learning through experiences like the potentials of Virtual
Reality. The great Swiss Psychologist Jean Paget says "the ultimate path
to learning is through life itself'2- Many of us can testify that the most
ingraining lessons we have learned, have been through life experi
ences. By simply looking at our career choices and hobbies we can
easily see what enjoyable experiences motivate us to learn more.
The scope ofmy thesis is to present Virtual Reality as a tool in
aiding Education. I intend to use the Macintosh computer as the plat
form for my project, and configure inexpensive commercially avail
able computer peripherals as input devices. I hope to demonstrate the
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effectiveness with which virtual worlds can present information, as
well as create low cost input devices and drivers currently unavailable
on the Macintosh computer.
Historical Evolution
I would like to first address the popular impression of VR. Many
look on this new technology as though it is some magnificent cre
ation dreamed up over night. But this computer interface has been a
pursuit of many great scientists for many years. Each of these individ
uals described below had a vision to improve our method of handling
information and manipulating data into a form that could more easily
be communicated.
In September 1929, at Mitchell Air Field, Long Island,
Lieutenant James H. Doolittle of the U.S. Army Air Corps climbed into
the cockpit of a Navy airplane3. His idea was to test a method of guid
ing planes in poor viewing conditions. The cockpit was cloaked by an
opaque cover. The lieutenant executed a prearranged flight plan fol
lowing only the information given by his instrument control panel.
The total trip took 15 minutes and was successful. All human per
ception was remotely perceived. After this demonstration Edward Link
created an on ground training simulator to safely train others in air
craft operations. Later this invention led to a school which taught
people to fly for
$85.4 Link later sold stripped down versions for
entertainment purposes for $300-$500 (normal cost $1500)5. These
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early systems were controlled by analog computers, using mechanical
and electronic components. The Navy continued to develop airplane
and ship simulators and studied their relation to education and train
ing. Simulators continued to improve during the war years, but simu
lated environments and interaction remained basic.
After WorldWar II, a radar technician had a unique vision for
the way computers could represent information. In 1950, Douglas
Engelbart, obtained an electrical engineering degree and began devel
oping his idea. He was perplexed by the growing complexity of the
world, and challenged himself to make a difference. He had a vision
that computers could be used to save time by handling every day
needs and for sharing information. It wasn't until 1960 when he
founded the Augmentation Research Center (ARC) at the Stanford
Research Institute, that his dream came true. This organization devel
oped a computerized writing device (word processing) and later the
first gestural recognition device (the mouse). Around the same time a
professor at M.I.T. named J.C.R. Licklider was hired by the Advanced
Research Project Agency (ARPA). This military organization wanted his
help on a new project designed to develop techniques which increase
information processing. Licklider's idea involved using a display
screen and keyboard to interact with the computer. After this, he
developed a new department in ARPA called the Information
Processing Technique Office (IPTO). In 1962, Ivan Sutherland, a
recent graduate student, soon joined Licklider's team. His thesis, called
Sketch Pad, marked a unique perspective on computer use. His pro
gram could draw graphics on a screen and paste, copy and save them
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as individual files. Four years later he began developing an early ver
sion of the head mounted display which was called the "Sword of
Damocles"6. In addition, he became the leader in interactive computer
concepts. Another large technological developer known as PARC (Palo
Alto Research Center) owned by XEROX, began research in computer
human interface design. Douglas Englebart was hired, and brought
many ARPA researchers with him. Their philosophy was to use graph
ics to mediate between the human mind and the computer. With this
pursuit came a revolutionary way of displaying computer informa
tion, using the technology known as bitmap screens.This method pro
vided an easy way of coordinating user events and screen events in
conjunction with memory location. By defining the screen as a grid,
the computer could display information by simply turning on or off
pixels in the grid. Coordinates of the image represented in the grid
could then be stored as numbers. The computer could also keep track
of actions the user made with a keybourd or mouse, by representing
the interaction on the screen via a cursor.
Continued improvements in computer interface, led to more
and more research and implementations of personal computers
nationwide. Steve Jobs, after touring PARC developed the interface
design for Apple Macintosh and drastically reduced the computer
phobia of the general public. Ivan Sutherland's work, in addition to
interactive computers and head mounted displays, was still going
strong. His leadership and team work had developed 3D graphics
which made possible such tools as Computer Aided Design (CAD).
Throughout 1970 and the early 1980's Arch-Mac (Architecture
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Machine Group) which later became the Media Lab atM.I.T, made
many contributions to the study of computer interface. One system
recognized voice and gestures commands to manipulate objects. These
devices used the Polhemus navigational system now used in many VR
products. Arch-Mac also investigated representing data in visually
symbolic formats, experimenting with different ways of navigating
through it. By the 1980, VR technology was being developed by mili
tary, large universities and technical institutes, but VRwasn't a com
mercially implemented industry until VPL (Visual Programming
Language) Research Inc. began. Jaron Lanier, the founder, wrote games
for Atari but envisioned a programming language that could work
using images and sounds instead ofmathematical code. He called this
language "mandala"7. One of his most popular inventions was the
Data Glove. Today VPL Research Inc. is one of the largest Virtual
Reality product distributors in United States.
Much of the early theory of Virtual Reality was developed by
Myron Kruegor in a book called Artificial Reality (1983), in which he
proposed many types of systems now employed. Two major develop
ments in the 1980's lead to the Virtual Reality explosion, digital imag
ing and ray tracing8. Digital imaging allowed manipulation and
implementation of photographs. The use of ray tracing by supercom
puters, permitted the creation of computer generated objects with
amazing realism, texture, lighting, and
shading.
Today even common video games use VR as a form of entertain
ment.
Mattel has had a
Nintendo
game which uses a simplified
version of the Data Glove called the PowerGlove. Sega
Genesis is 8
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working on a body tracking device and a head mounted display. In fact,
any object can now be attached to sensors which can be display com
puter events and be manipulated by the user for a game or activity.
Research Articles
The application of VR to education is perhaps the most power
ful and widespread benefit of VR, yet least investigated. This field
offers much more than entertainment and adventure. Now more than
ever we need to properly prepare for the impact of this new form of
media. Frank Biocca (a professor of communication at the University
ofNorth Carolina) states "at no time in history has the nature ofcommu
nication been so selfconsciously considered at the birth ofa
medium."9
Unfortunately no affordable systems exist that even remotely provides
the publicized abilities of VR. No VR system exists in a format that can
help improve the ailing education of the nation's children. "Between
25%-30% ofour children don'tgraduate from high school, and of those
who do, at least 700,000 are functionally illiterate.
"10 With the growth of
the computer industry, and continued decrease in cost, educators
should be aware of the power and the possibilities VR offers in a learn
ing environment, not only to stay abreast of new teaching aids but
also to aid in its development.
"Looking at the world, we absorb the equivalent ofa billion bits of
information per second, as much as the text in 1,000 copies ofa magazine.
But ourmental 'text
computer'
is limited by the fact that we can only read
about 100 bites -characters- per second. "nVR can represent information 10
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in a multiple sensory form. Instead of simply presenting subjects
through text books, and lectures, interactive projects and games can
increase the amount of content a student receives. Concepts can now
be explained using images, sound, video, animation, etc... Research
also shows that learning is improved through peer interaction and
support. Allowing students to explore computer generated informa
tion on their own helps them learn according to their interests as well
as their pace. Using 3-dimensional views and user controlled manipu
lation, students will be able to explore seascapes, moonscapes, and
handle and dismantle atoms. Difficult topics in geometry or physics
can more easily be explained within a virtual environment in order to
give students a better understanding of how these subjects apply in
real life.
Several applications have been created to aid in education. At
the Nottingham University a research team called VIRART have a pro
gram which aid language development12. Using a space ball or mouse
children navigate through a warehouse and interact with objects. As
the student selects objects in view, a symbol appears in conjunction
with that object. Later the symbols are displayed separately and the
child must associate them with the correct objects. Though this pro
gram is new the results of this learning application have been very
positive. The Creative Technologies project conducted jointly by
Autodesk Inc., Oregon State University, and Novato Unified School
District in California, tested the cognitive skill of kids using 2D and
3D graphics13. The project noted the extreme interest and speed with
which children 9-11 years showed using AutoCAD and Autodesk j j
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Virtual Reality Software. The children were asked to perform a series of
task using the computer and the interface products. The children
worked well together on the 2D graphics and picked up terminology
and drawing skills easily. In the VRworld children initially showed a
little nervousness with the hardware but soon gained confidence navi
gating themselves in the VR environment. Tasks for the VR world
involved understanding spatial depth and navigating independently




cally rendered parts for use in manufacturing and maintenance; the
Naval Post Graduate School has
"NPSNET"
a real time three-dimen
sional system simulating vehicle movement over the ground or air;




Today there are several colleges working on the study of virtual
reality such as: The University ofNorth Carolina, The University of
Washington, Carnegie Mellon University, and TheMassachusetts
Institute of Technology. Government and private companies also cur
rently working in virtual reality are the NASA Virtual Environment
Research Lab, Autodesk Inc., Pixar, and one very influential company
promoting equipment, VPL Research Inc. in Redwood, CA.
As VR grows in application and widespread use, many concerns
need to be addressed to properly manage this powerful technology.
Dr. Michael Benedict, of the University of Seattle, has devised seven
principles of Cyberspace Design15.
They are: 12
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1) Exclusion: No two objects should occupy the same space at the
same time.
2) Maximum Exclusion: Each embedded world has fewer points than
the previous world.
3) Indifference: The world is indifferent to users.
4) ScaleMotion: Through cyberspace takes place at a rate inversely
proportional to the complexity of the space through which it occurs.
5) Transit Movement: Must traverse intervening space and involve
some cost.
6) Personal Visibility: One may not enter a space invisibly.
7) Commonality: The bandwidth of communication between two
people in cyberspace is a function of the size of the overlap of their
worlds.
These will aid designers in consistently handling information
management and distribution, giving users a consistent world action
and expectation.
Other more impacting issues relating to educational VR are
cost, usability of software and interfaces, and fears about the technol
ogy. Finances have always been a major problem in education, and
certainly VR is not going to be cheap. The benefit
of VR is its efficien
cy. VR can offer software which is multiuser and long lasting. This
could reduce teaching expenses and supplies. Other effects VR will
have on education are the way information is represented. Textbook
information will become simulated, and text based information will
become symbol based16. Proper testing will be an effective method of
evaluating the success of learning applications as well as improved 13
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technology. A major factor also to be overcome are fears of the tech
nology. Fears exist in operating within an artificial environment as
well such as the fears of loss of control, abandonment, access of infor
mation and confusion within an artificial environment.
Dr. Bricken of the University of Seattle, sees a paradigm shift as
we approach the growing computer interfaces17, these items show the
shift which will take place when moving from a 2D world to a 3D
world.
WHATWAS WILL BE
symbol - reality generator







Dr. Bricken has classified 5 issues concerning the use of VR
today.
Programmable participation: The teacher creates an environment
(curricula) which gains the attention of the student. After the atten
tion is gained, learning is focused. Individualized instruction and
intelligent training allows the user to keep track of their activity.
Natural semantics: Designed environments should be created to
comfortably and naturally
handle the student's actions and the user 14
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interface, as well as provide feedback which can actively invite emo
tional responses.
Constructivist: Student's can build and learn through their experience
of building, worlds should to enable students to experiment, giving
them the flexibility to learn their own way.
Cognitive presence: Allows the student to manipulate of self image
(wear another's shoes) swap physical traits, and expand their traits.
Multi-participatory: Because VR, it is experiential, individual worlds
can be superimposed in a desired fashion to meet the needs of a stu
dent while maintaining a constant, consistent message to all users.
The publicity of VR can easily misrepresent it and distort our
expectations as we wait for the technology to improve. Many con
cerns surround VR because of its technological complexity and
promise of expansion. Coordination between the government and
business is also necessary to monitor its growth and effect on society.
The benefits of VR in education is certainly apparent, but its success in
the learning environment rests on the involvement of educators. The
field is open for direction and we have the opportunity to guide it.
15
Communicating with VR
During the twentieth century we have witnessed world chang
ing events through technology like no other period of time in history.
These technologies have had a major impact on one area in particular,
communication. Progressing from the telegraph, to the telephone, to
the radio, to the television, electronics and the study of sciences has
enabled dreams and imaginations to become reality. And of course the
development of the computer has had an exponential impact on all
technologies as well as communication.
Until recently, computers have only been an aid in electrical
equipment and data processing, but in just the last decade computers
have become a major vehicle through which we communicate.
Network systems, and the personal computer, have become a necessity
in our day and have revolutionized practically everything we do.
Virtual Reality is one outgrowth of this improved technology and also
an extension of our need for information distribution. Virtual Reality
promises to be a greater form of communication through increased
sensory perception and
computer aided expression. Using John
Ciampa's model for communication (see figure l)18, 1 will present


















is capable of better facilitating communication we must answer a sim
ple important question. How does VR extend the functioning system
of communications we have today?
Basically VR allows communication with multi-sense, multi-
users, and multi-expressive environments. Virtual Reality can emulate
every mediate form of communication, plus activate many new senses
such as 3D sight, 3D sound, touch, smell, and potentially taste. It is
also a compound form of mediate communication. One of its greatest
strength is its ability to span across two categories simultaneously,
extension and storage. Let's first briefly describe the current VR tech
nology.
A human's peripheral vision spans 180 degrees left to right and
150 up and down. Today most visual information systems (TV screens,
movie screens) only present the viewer with less than 10% of their
visual field. Even the Cinerama screens still only use 25% of a person's
view.19 The high quality VR systems present stereoscopic screens, and
attempt to fill 100% of the viewing area to completely immerse the
user into the created environment. These high quality screens present
visual information through the use of computer generated graphics
or video. Myron Kruger's artificial reality system involves a large
screen which displays the silhouette of the user overlapping created
worlds20. Since the user's body is fed into the computer as well as the
video image in the background, a third element is placed into the
environment in which the user can interact. This interaction is com
puter generated and follows the movement of the silhouetted user.
Because the user can see real time interaction, the effect is very 18
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convincing, even if the graphical quality and quantity of information
is limited.
In VR, sound is also, represented three-dimensionality by track
ing the location of the user, placement, direction, and volume of
sound. The sound is transmitted back through stereo headphones.
Tactile feedback, although crude, delivers force feedback to
communicate interaction between user and objects. Today technology
is still behind but some simulations have been successful at producing
variances between silk, sand, and rocks conveyed through gloves or
joysticks.
Smell generators have existed but the effectiveness and useful
ness has not proven necessary. Generally though, it is possible to waft
chemical odors past the nose and odorless breezes as well.
Taste also has not been generally explored because it is an
unnecessary need for communication today.
We can easily show how VR may extend several popular forms
of mediate communication today, telephone, radio, television, print,
plastic arts, audio record, and movies. Telephone involves the transfer
of information from one individual to another or to several individu
als through a conference phone. It is an interactive form but which
only involves one sense, hearing. Radio sends information to many
listeners and with the use of stereo sound has produced very pleasing
effects. Like the telephone, radio again makes use of only the sense of
hearing. Television's introduction into the world was a major break
through because it brought together sound and sight. Radio, televi
sion, and telephone can be compounded to involve interactivity, but 19
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the quantity of users must be limited to maintain control. The use of
printed material only provides visual information in the form of
graphics and text. Plastic Arts can involve several forms of sensory
perception such as 3D views as in sculpture, or recorded sound with
visuals. But again these are rarely interactive on any large scale, and
provide a limited number of communicating forms. Audio records
similar to radio provide stereo sound but only one sense, hearing. And
finally movies probably come the closest to multi-sensory activation,
combining sight, sound, and larger peripheral views. Movies have
even made use of 3D views and text sub titles, but these have proven
distracting and are not often used. Virtual Reality, on the other hand,
has been successful at producing and activating visual, audible, and
tactile information. But more than simply being a multimedia collage,
VR incorporates these senses in 3D depth.
VR will dramatically affect the other mediate forms we have
today, though not necessarily eliminate them. Print media will
decrease extensively. One reason is to save the environment, and two
because most people will send and receive all information electroni
cally due to cost and the ability
of VR to provide multi-expression.
Plastic art and audio record will still be useful because they provide
non-distracting attention. People enjoy the transportability of radio
and tapes as well as the pleasure it provides while accomplishing other
tasks. Plastic arts will still be important because it physically enhances
the environment we live in. The VR experience will take over a lot of
the social activities because VR allows multi-users to enjoy adventures
together while being miles apart. Home entertainment systems will 20
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become more elaborate with high definition television and interac
tive ability. I believe movies may still survive but only to support
television. Television will prettymuch be incorporated with VR but
will be an option for simply relaxing in front of when users don't
want to interact.
In the storage category, VR would be placed next to the
responsive form, but beyond simply being interactive, audible, and
visual, VR provides 3D sight, 3D sound, smell, touch and full body
interaction. Imagine if we had a typical responsive system present
ing an interactive exploration of the sea. This project would allow
the user to view images on the screen, hear sounds of fish and
water, and interact with information by a keyboard and mouse. In a
Virtual responsive system an entire sea world could be created
allowing the user to swim through the water, see fish in 3D swim
ming around them, hear fish in 3D moving around them, taste the
the salt water, and touch and receive feedback from the environ
ment. Obviously the VR system provides much more information
and interaction.
In the extension category, VR is really a new form of telecom
munication called telepresence, which will possibly take over the
multi-user environments we have today. Users can communicate
with several individuals at once, as well as present multi-sensory
data, and through networking several VR systems together, multiple
users can interact in the same virtual environment.
Several multi-user environments are in existence today such
as party lines, conference calls, and networking. Party lines
devel- 21
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oped on telephone systems allowed many callers to sync into one line
and talk to one another freely. Conference calls and video transmis
sion, give several individuals the ability to interact at one time
through an extended line of communication. But once again, infor
mation is only visual and audible. Electronic mail is perhaps the most
popular multi-user environment used today but this form exists in
only text and graphics. Telecommunication is perhaps a growing seed
to which telepresence will soon take over. As information distribution
continues to grow society is going to need a form of communication
which can easily handle and transfer this information, and telepres
ence may be just the form. An article by Greg Bahue titled The Age of
Telecommuting, discusses a change in the way society works and
states it is leading to an increase in Telecommunication. He explains
in just the past 12 month the number of people using telecommuni
cation has increased from 5.5 million to 6.6 million ( a 20%
increase).21 This growth can partly be attributed to speed of
semiconductors, low cost of fiber optics and decrease in computer
costs in general. Other factors site growing congestion of city traffic
and environmental concerns of auto pollution. Bahue feels
"
the
telecommunicating trend can be likened to the change from telegra
phy to telephone, from horse to
carriage to automobile, black and
white TV to color. Telecommuting and telework will become as ubiq
uitous as your VCR, microwave and bank Versateller
Machine."4
VR promises to be a wonderful means for multi-user communi
cation, but because it can take advantage of using stored 3D data it is
even more powerful. Let's look at the sea world example again, and 22
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discuss it in relation to telepresence.
After the interactive Virtual world has been placed in some
form of a network environment, I could invite scientists to a lecture
about my creation. The scientists would properly equip themselves
and enter the environment. We then could all discuss objects and ele
ments in the environment, and additionally break up individually
and investigate the environment alone. The setting would provide a
way of alternating between the stored information and the extended
information like no other form in its class.
A third aspect of the power of VR to communicate, is its ability
to be multi-expressive. Each sense receives different information, since
VR enables the most sensory activation, its quantity of information
exceeds that of all other forms ofmediate communication. Dr. Frank
Biocca from the University ofNorth Carolina has constructed a theory
about VR using a communication design matrix.
Biocca first describes the difficulty in defining VR as a new
communication medium, because some parts of VR as a medium do
not exist (or are still under design). He defines it as a "protean
medium"
or metamedium. By this he means "it is a medium that will simulate not
just othermedia, but elemental communication processes including a means
of representation and expression never before
encountered as yet barely
investigated"22 He believes this understanding will help pave the way
for the future design of VR systems. The application of these VR sys
tems is a crucial point. Biocca also warns against looking at VR as sim
ply an extension of our
current communication systems. We should
rather look at how can a metamedia system can support our basic 23
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communication goals and needs. The Design Matrix systematically
breaks the VR interface down and evaluates its components in a way
to satisfy human communication apart from hardware conditions and
constraints, thus allowing the design of systems to more accurately
meet the need in a particular area of communication.
Listed below are the definitions of the terms used in the VR Design
Matrix, (see Figure 2)
Communication Dimensions of a VR System
Reading from left to right:
Information Encoding: Objectification of the user's thoughts: This
describes the ability of the VR system to transfer thoughts from sender
into a tangible form, thus enabling the input devices to construct the
thoughts into a code which is easily expressed.
Information Decoding: The construction ofmental models: This
area discusses the ability of a VRworld to be translated to a receiver in
a comprehensible manner. Users should be able to clearly navigate
through the information.
Coordination of Social Action: In just the 1980's networking and
teleconferences have had tremendous growth. In a social setting
whether business, entertainment or education, etc. multi-user envi
ronments will be a large application of VR.
Creation of Social Reality: VR systems are electronic created environ
ments. Prolonged involvement in these environments can effect our
sense of reality. Biocca believes that just like television and reading
occupy a portion of our lives
and are, in a sense, worlds within them
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Transformation of Physical forms:
Ability of using the VR media to explore and transform our physical
world at a distance in time or space.
Levels of testing and Evaluation
Reading from top to bottom:
Cognitive: The value of VR can be assessed as the degree to which a
system conforms to, supplements and expands thinking process.
Instrumental : The degree to which the system is able to facilitate or
accomplish a basic goal.
Normative: The construction of expectations within the transfer of
expression of information.
Expressive: Ability of a system to allow ease of communication to be
created and also range ofwhich it can be vastly communicated.
This matrix can be used to evaluate any form of communica
tion. By placing a form's ability to convey information inside the
matrix, the form can be evaluated as to its successfulness.
Though VR seems to provide so much there are some areas
which pose some serious problems. Of these several are worth men
tioning, like: misrepresenting information, imperfections in the creat
ed world, inability for technology to meet all the human perception
needs, and inabilities for VR to meet our predicted communication
needs.
As we have been discussing, VR communication, as a more
powerful form, the easier it becomes to misrepresent the information
being communicated. Since VR uses so much of a manufactured me
dia, users may become conditioned to only present positive views of 26
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things in order to win or persuade a receiver to believe the informa
tion being presented. An example of this may be a Virtual Dating sys
tem. A sender maymisrepresent themselves in order to gain dates.
This person could present themselves as a virtual god or goddess-like
figure in a virtual world, gain some interest, but in realitywhen the
couples do meet the individual sender is far from perfect.
In most situations VR attempts to present a real environment.
But a real environment poses dangerous and spontaneous conditions
that may not be desired in the manufactured environment. Over time
users of these virtual worlds may become accustomed to the fact that
it is an "artificial
environment"
and respond differently to the presented
information or situation. Along similar lines, because we know what
reality really looks like and we know what really happens in reality,
any attempt at presenting a virtual reality that is not authentic will
eventually become dissatisfying.
With prolonged use in a virtual world users become agitated.
This agitation comes from the inability for systems to create a sense of
gravity and handle human equilibrium. The
impact this has on com
munication is that it presents noise into the transfer of information.
As these factors increase the noise in a transmission, communication
suffers, barring these factors, I believe VR will come, but in a much
different way then we expect.
The complexity involved in distributing information will
restrict what aspects of VR can be utilized. I don't believe we will all
have suits and head mounted displays or booths to hide in. People
desire human interaction and dislike confining equipment. I think 27
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certain individual components of VR will be used to better represent
information. What we may end up with is a VR home system that
replaces all forms of mediate communication. This singular system
will be capable of expansion, like the components of a stereo. We may
start out with something like a telephone, to which we can add a visu
al like a TV monitor, to which we may be able to add 3D views, to
which we could possibly add stereo sound etc. The end result would
be an immersive VR system with telecommunication connections and
world building capabilities. The purpose of this expandable system
would be to allow users to set the depth of the communication. The
setting could correspond to meet the need of the information being
transferred. 3D vision isn't necessary to just to call a friend, so it may
not be used. But to console a distant dying relative, tactile contact
may be very important. Though technology may be able to create the
perfect VR system cheaply and efficiently, it may not be necessary for
most of our common communication needs. But all will agree VR cer
tainly is a new form that will impact or lives
in the very near future.
28
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Not only does VR provide extensions to traditional teaching
methods (lecture, memorization, testing, etc.) but it can provide expe
riential learning beyond any traditional form.
Many educators and philosophers agree that learning through
experiences is the most impressive form of learning.
[lames 1892] "learning is the development ofexperience into experience"2^
[Bruner 1962] "knowledge begins with enaction"24




the ultimate path to learning is through life itself'26
[Dewey] "Education is of, by and for experience.
"27
The scope of this paper is not intended to debate experiential
learning compared to other methods of educating, but to compare
John Dewey's philosophy of experiential learning with the new tech
nology of Virtual Reality. Using the book of summaries byWilliam
Frankena, Three Philosophies of Education. I will discuss the disposi
tions to be learned, the reasons for forming those dispositions, and
the methods by which those dispositions are formed.
John Dewey, in particular, has developed his main philosophy
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of education around experiential learning. He even correlates all phi
losophy as educational in nature, and says that the school institution
should really be miniature models of real life.
The growing process of educating an individual involves two
areas of concentration: psychological and sociological. The psycholog
ical pertains to the interest of individuals, and their activities. The
social perspective would translate the instincts and tendencies of the
individual and uniting them with a social context. Both aspects are
important in the process of educating. Incorporating the individual
into a social society is key to Dewey's philosophy for two reasons. One
is he believes that individuals must be freed from their narrowness of
actions and feelings and view themselves from the standpoint of a
group; and two, evaluating the type of disposition being learned
should have a positive affect, and contribute to the welfare of the
group to which they belong.
Because educating involves societal impact, Dewey believes that
the school should be a social institution, a form of community which
prepares the child to share resources of the race and their involvement
for promoting social ends. Thus schools should be representations of
real life. It is important to discuss John Dewey's definition of educa
tion. Education is
"
the continual shaping of the individual's powers, the
saturating ofhis consciousness, the forming ofhis habits, the training ofhis
ideas and the arousing ofhis feelings and emotions". He further states that
it is "the process offorming fundamental dispositions, intellectual and emo
tional, towards nature and fellow
man..."28 The term disposition is used
to broadly describe the impression that these experiences have on the 30
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individual, guiding their actions towards the social conditions of civi
lization. Before going further, I would like to to present the disposi
tions Dewey believes should be formed.
Dispositions to be formed
Reflective intelligence: developing a disposition to reflect learning
and put off action, or to postpone desire,and control impulses, in
order to enquire and deliberate. It involves forming a will to know
everything that is necessarily relevant to arrive at a solution and
through first hand experiences, basing conclusions on careful consid
eration. Acquiring the skills involved in doing such thinking will
bring the knowledge needed to justify a sound conclusion, and the
disposition to rely on the reflection as the sole basis for action and
belief. Dewey is also clear in stating it is necessary to follow a scientif
ic pattern to qualify as reflective thinking. These are the steps to scien
tific analysis. 1) A problem realized presented with the need of a solu
tion; 2)The problem must be defined through analysis of past experi
ence, by which relevant knowledge can be attained 3) An hypothesis
must be formulated of the experience; 4) Consequences deduced and
envisaged, and finally, 5) Action must take place according to the
hypothesis to see whether it is confirmed by further experiences. This
experimental model is also used to form a starting point from which
the ability to acquire knowledge and discipline develop.
Traits ofmind: Moral approaches which incur intellectual thought,
such as wide sympathy, keen sensitiveness, persistence in the face of
the disagreeable and balance of interests enabling us to undertake the
work of analysis and decision intelligently. 37
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Faithfulness: "In the acknowledgement of the claims involved in [one's]
relation with others"29 Individuals are subject to a variety of expecta
tions and demands in relationships that are rules supported by social
pressure. The rules should be intelligent and reasonable to the welfare
of all involved, and should foster a sense of obligation in respecting
one another.
Thoughtfulness: One should learn to be solicitous, thoughtful in
award of praise and blame, use of approbation and disapprobation by
which we seek to influence others. These actions should be used
prospectively as directing future action. The idea should be formed to
think of someone and act on that thought.
Moral Standard: A standard should be formed on the basis ofwhich
actions are judged according to their consequences respective to the
well being of others. But he also makes clear that these standards must
also be flexible to allow continual advance in the conception of what
constitutes happiness. Moral conduct must be constantly reevaluated
to their common good.
Democracy: Dewey states that through thoughtful, faithful, respectful
decisions based on moral actions considered on the whole as being
beneficial, democratic behavior can be achieved.
Aesthetic taste:Though he stresses a scientific approach to living and
viewing experiences he also believes
in the ability to appreciate the
use of things and the direct experiences of those things, focusing on
the work experience and its enjoyability.
Religious faith: Although Dewey is against traditional religion, he
believes in promoting an attitude
towards life which recognizes the 32
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operation of (a) supernatural being(s). He believes in faith that man
and the universe through intelligent and a cooperative endeavor will
bring about the ideal being.
Reasons for forming these dispositions
An activity of experience is educative if it is conducive to the forma
tion of the dispositions listed. Though the process of education
should not have fixed determined ends, Dewey does believe these dis
positions should 1) release the personal potentials and 2) bring about
the future development of society.
It is important to note that Dewey's philosophy here has some
problems. Since his evaluations of dispositions involve flexibility,
accessing whether an action is completely good may be difficult. It
may not be immediately apparent that certain standards bring about
positive influence, especially if the child is free to reach his/her poten
tial. These potentials may be bad though masked in the immediate
form as good. Dewey needs to clarify or at least discuss how to avoid
instances where short term positive effects may be detrimental to soci
ety in the long term.
Methods for forming these dispositions
A) The pupil must be engaged in activities, occupation etc. Dewey
believes along with other philosophers that by learning by doing we
are more likely to remember and to understand the meaning ofwhat
we are learning more deeply. Dewey continues stating the function of
thought and knowledge encourages or fosters action. The action caus
es experience which produces consequences. A first hand experience
therefore has a greater impression on the pupil than an experience if 33
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the activity is second hand (as through the teacher). In Virtual Reality
the student immediately begins activity as it enters the virtual world.
After fitting the necessary equipment (headmounted display, data
suit, etc.), the pupil has entered and begins the experience in the pre
designed world. Impressions are at once activated as the student
begins to orient themselves to the environment and thought is acti
vated as he or she experiences (views, hears, tastes, senses) the situa
tion. What Dewey doesn't feel is an effective way of experience is
through passive learning as we will see in point B. But a simple exam
ple of passive learning could be listening to a lecture or watching a
scene. However, in a virtual world, passive learning could be very
engaging. For example, imagine giving a student the opportunity to
appreciate the sounds of nature by simply listening. The student
would be equipped with some form of speaker system using quadra
phonic sound and instructed to listen to the sounds in a forest at
night. The pupil's imagination could run wild as they sit quietly in the
dark just listening to the variety of sounds of animals, plants, trees,
birds, and insects swarm around in activity. Dewey certainly promotes
aesthetic appreciation as one of his efforts of disposition learning.
This situation, although completely passive in nature, definitely has
appreciative value.
B) These activities must involve a physical action and be some
what prolonged. Again as stressed before, Dewey believes learning is
best engaged through an activity. But in addition, it must involve
physical interaction and be of a determined length of time. Dewey
believes that mind and body are one and that through engaging the 34
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mind one will also engage the body and visa versa. Through physical
involvement mental activities are more greatly expressed and freed,
thus giving rise to stronger impressions and experiences. Dewey does
not elaborate on what constitutes the appropriate experiential time
length, except to saywhat ever's sufficient to cause the necessary dis
positions to be learned.
One of the most innovative aspects of VR is its ability to facili
tate unique human/computer relations. Individuals can relate to the
computer information much like their interaction with the real world.
The computer can understand body movements, voice recognition as
well as sounds in a 3D space, and physical attributes like texture. With
this type of communication, physical activitywithin a generated
world is highly possible. Though technology of VR is still limited at
this stage, simple interactions (such as object manipulations, walking,
voice recognition etc.) could accompany any activity. Time length of
activity could easily be correlated with the type ofworld created. But
studies have shown that fatigue does develop due to the technical lim
itations, such as: vertigo due to the manipulation ofworlds, though
the user's head stays relatively level, and eye strain due to the focusing
on the computer screens, and difficulty in movement due to the hard
ware constraints.
C) Each activity must involve a problem to be solved by thinking.
One of Dewey's main principle and focus of the activities, is to pro
mote a situation that develops the disposition through thinking.
Dewey has several steps to do this, l)The initial contact with the
material (or VR world ) must be of the trial and error sort. The pupil 35
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must test actions and consider the consequences; this Dewey believes
is most like real life, 2) the problems must be ones recognized by the
pupils on their own, not merely presented by the teacher; 3) data and
knowledge must be acquired through enquirywhen needed not sim
ply presented in bulk to be learned before hand; 4) the teacher should
not lecture or present static information, but always capable of assist
ing in order to promote original and intellectual thought based on the
help received; 5) if the pupil is not able to test ideas, learning is handi
capped; 6) the schools should be equipped with life-like environments
(such as kitchens, work rooms, staged environments, occupational
surroundings) to more accurately present the problem.
The flexibility in creating the virtual worlds and the power of
the computer easily allow the construction of the problem-solving
environments. Imagine a hypothetical world into which the students
enter. They are presented with a table that is about to collapse due to
the weight of objects on top. In order for the student to exit the world
they must save the table. Let's exaggerate the problem and say that
through manipulating the objects on the table and keeping it from
collapsing they gain an understanding of math.
After they have suc
cessfully saved the table
through a number of trial and error attempts,
they can therefore leave the
environment. Now comparing Dewey's
steps to a VR world design, we can see that 1) objects are life like and
therefore will act in the necessary fashion so that problems can devel
op naturally; 2)The
navigation within the created environment inher
ently is part of the
problem to be solved and of which the student
must discover themselves; 3) in a virtual world hints can be revealed 36
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at any time through certain methods (such as access buttons or com
mands) that guide the individual to through solving their problem. 4)
Characters can be used as assistance in the virtual worlds (for example
a flying bird could be asked what the weather is like); instead of going
to the teacher, the student is presented with a much more life like sit
uation. Students could access information through characters who
could be experts available for help in the activity at hand. 5) Virtual
worlds always act the same each time they are used, and therefore,
they can be re-entered to relearn. In addition, environments can be
improved based on user feedback. 6)Virtual worlds have the power to
represent any environment.
D) Activities must be carried out in cooperation with other stu
dents and the teacher. Dewey's philosophy of education promotes a
somewhat scientific approach to problem solving involving step by
step investigation and testing methods. He realizes that one way of
fully arriving at a solution involves cooperative work. In addition
Dewey recognizes the human as a social being and therefore naturally
drawn to cooperative involvement in the experiences.
Telepresence in virtual realities is a cooperative environment.
Through the use of a network and several VR systems, individuals can
be inside the same computer generated world simultaneously. In addi
tion, telepresence can allow multiple users all over the world to have
first hand experiences with a professional in any selected field.
Traditional methods pass knowledge and skills from teacher to teacher
or through second hand materials. Students in this form are often
unable to experience direct interaction with a master of a particular 37
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subject. With VR, a professional can work with any user at anytime. A
single expert could be accessed by millions, each ofwhom might feel
as though they are alone with the professional.
Virtual filters could also be devised in telepresence worlds
which allow users at different educational levels to interact. For exam
ple an individual who has difficulty understanding spatial relation
ships could have a VR designed world so as to compensate for the
weakness, where a normal individual could have the same world with
normal depth settings. This adjustment would allow then to interact
normally though at different levels.
E) The activities developed must coincide with the interest of the
pupil. Activities would not be created generally for many students,
but specially to attract the interest of the individual user. Dewey
believes that through understanding the interests of the students, the
teacher can gain their attention. If the attention of the students is
gained, they may become motivated to act and therefore the action
would develop learning. The difficulty in this situation is gaining the
insight to the child's interest. Through Dewey's method it would
involve keen observation and skill on the part of the teacher. But VR
worlds could be open to the investigation of the pupil by which they
have the complete control of directing their interests. Different worlds
could still present the same experience yet in a different fashion to
attract the unique interests of different pupils. A concern which
Dewey doesn't discuss is the handling of interest which may be bent
away from the common good,
as in the case of a delinquent or trou
bled child. Though the child may always lean towards violent actions, 38
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teachers would have to devise specific worlds to effectively curve the
violent behavior back towards the good of all.
F) The atmosphere in the group must be as free and as democratic
as possible. The main premise of Dewey's philosophy of education is
developing dispositions which are of positive affect for all individuals.
Thus to promote cooperative social interaction, the student must pos
sess a respect for others and a concern for the common good. The
design of the VR world to do this is up to the professional involved.
The truly unique features of VR is that there is no biased configura
tion. Maybe there would be cultural biases which come form the
designer of the world, but the VR world would be unbiased in its reac
tion to different users. The computer will respond equally to all users.
This certainly promotes fair treatment among the students as well as
allows equal expression for all individuals.
G) The whole experience of the activitymust be "worthwhile in its
own immediate having". To Dewey the whole point of educators is
to construct good in the life of the pupil. These activities must be
enjoyable upon reflection on the conditions and consequences of the
experience. The traits, habits and skills must be the end result
obtained through actively engaging the student but also in conjunc
tion with appreciation of the methods and experiences through which
they were gained. The point that Deweymakes really deals with
morality. Dewey's definition ofmorality is very utilitarian, being any
thing which promotes the
general welfare or happiness of the society
I have difficulty in agreeing with Dewey's method of judging 39
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morality or of the evaluation of a good disposition. Dewey states that
our standards must be flexible in order to meet the interests of the
pupil and allow for the development of society. If these standards are
flexible and only evaluated on their immediate impact on society,
how do you know if the long term effects will be good? Likewise, if an
activity is designed to promote a good disposition, to what degree do
you allow feasible standards in order to test the value of an action?
The question of morality is particularly an issue in VR. Many concerns
surrounds the impact of this new technology. Fears exist that these
Virtual worlds might become a form of escapism. Other fears exist
concerning the use of technology in certain areas such as wholesome
expression. Statistics of the impact of television on society have not
been entirely positive. What affect could VR have? These questions are
certainly difficult to answer today but must be considered if applied
according to Dewey's method of educating and evaluating the end
result.
40
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Though the field of Virtual Reality has been around for several
years, there were certainly areas still unexplored and neglected. It
wasn't until I attended the VR Conference '92 in San Jose, that I was
able to discover where I could apply my thesis. It was education. The
reasons were simple, education was not being deeply explored due to
cost restraints. The only fields that could afford VR were the research
institutes, the entertainment industry, and the military. So, as expect
ed, developing my own system would not be an easy task. At the con
ference, I also paid close attention to the hardware being used, the file
formats applied, the applications of VR, and noticed no work was
being done with the Macintosh. This gave me a great challenge, as
well as an interesting thesis. The creation of my Virtual Reality system
on theMacintosh came about through long hours of research investi
gation, programming devices and graphics, and software designing.
Over the summer I was able to acquire several devices that had
been rumored to interface with the computer. These devices were
inexpensive, and were designed by
Nintendo
and Sega Genesis to
mimic virtual reality through their video games. I was also fortunate
to find a book entitled The Virtual Reality Plav
House.30 This book 42
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came with code instructions for hooking up aNintendo PowerGlove
to an IBM 386 PC. The book also came with several programs to view
images with the Sega Genesis 3D LCD shutter glasses. At the VR
Conference I also purchased a Global Controller and code informa
tion for operating the device. By the middle of September I had all the
necessary equipment I needed to to run a VR system on the computer
for less than $200.
The Nintendo PowerGlove was an extremely powerful
device for a video toy. It is capable of reading the linear location of
the hand (x,y and z), the roll movement of the wrist and a large num
ber of buttons on the keypad. Finger movements are detected on the
PowerGlove
with plastic strips along each finger. The plastic strips
are coated with a special ink which changes electrical status when
they are bent. The location of the hand is detected through two ultra
sonic emitters on the hand, which are picked up from a second device
mounted on the screen. The
PowerGlove has been discontinued at
toy stores, but may be found at some hobbie stores for about $25. The
professional VPL Data glove runs for about $8,000 and uses a fiber
optic and
Polhemus magnetic positioning system31. It is capable of
measuring the finger, linear, and rotational movements (yaw, pitch
and roll). The
"real"
data glove is slightly more powerful and accurate,
but the
PowerGlove
was certainly a grand find.
The second device I acquire was the Sega
Genesis LCD Shutter
glasses. This device provides stereoscopic views by alternately flipping
LCD's over the left and right eyes in sync with two views of a flipping
image on a screen. Several companies have hardware and software 42
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image on a screen. Several companies have hardware and software
that use this technique costing from $2,000 to $10,000. Unfortunately
a second interface was not available which would allow the glasses to
sync to the computer screen like the TV. The Virtual Reality Plav
House does provide the schematics for configuring the Sega Glasses to
the computer. After review from two electronic engineers from R.I.T.,
they deduced the schematics were incomplete. As a result of the
inability to connect the devices to the computer, I had to resort to a
simple filter trick using red and blue acetate. This technique is a com
mon way of demonstrating 3D depth. Again, by showing two views of
an image (one in red, one in blue), and placing a red piece of acetate
over the right eye, and a blue piece of acetate over the left eye, a sense
of depth is created.
The Global Controller is a device which can be used to
manipulate information in a linear direction (x, y, and z), and rota
tional direction (yaw, pitch, and roll). The Global
Controller has a
ball which the user can twist, push or pull to direct a view through an
immersive environment or simply to manipulate individual objects
on the screen. The Global
Controller also is capable of providing
feedback in the form of a 15 step increase vibration through the grip
ping ball. This controller is
similar to a space ball created by Sense8
which costs $1,500. There were several drawbacks I encountered with
the $80 purchase. One drawback is that it was a beta version suscepti
ble to defects and although the code was provided to operate the
device, it was in assembly language form. Using this device would
require writing a driver based
on this basic code. 43
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devices in hand. All that was left to acquire in some form was the
sound. Since I was using the Macintosh as my platform, I was limited
to only two channels of output. I was able to access a set of
Monster
speakers. These speakers have a surround sound function which pro
jects the sound at a wider angle. Through proper placement of the
speakers I could achieve a pseudo 3D sound. The sound could be
directed to the right or left speaker, or if the sound came equally from
the left and right channels, the surround sound feature would give a
third location of sound from the center.
Although there were some challenges ahead I felt I had a good
base to build an inexpensive VR system on theMacintosh. Before I
could investigate the plausibility of using VR in education I had to
design the software and drivers to run the devices. I began by taking a
3D graphics course in Think C32. In this class we learned how to
construct 3D polygons in a 3D world. The programming was some
what more difficult then Hypertalk or Lingo, but the power of Think
Cenabled us to design highlymanipulative objects as well as con
figure the serial ports to be connected to peripherals. The course I
enrolled in was actually third in a series of graphics drawing classes
with the Macintosh, using object oriented programming and
Quickdraw commands. It was very fortunate I took this class, because
we used an existing program in which the 3D environment code had
already been designed. All I had to do
was to rewrite the existing code
to handle the global device and the PowerGlove. The exiting pro
gram defined an environment in which X, Y, and Z were understood
dimensions. A function then was written that converted any 3D
infor- 44
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mation into 2D data and used QuickDraw commands to draw the
graphics on the screen. The code also included an object known as the
turtle. The turtle was originally created at M.I.T. and defined a
mechanical device which followed commands to move along a grid.
The turtle worked similarly in the 3D environment created in Think
C. The turtle contained in itself a vector for x, y, z. The turtle would
travel according to commands like forward, left, right, pitchup,
rol-
lleft, etc. a certain noted distance and draw its path. Once the frame
of an object was drawn using the turtle and a polygon created, further
functions could handle the viewing of that polygon. Later in the class
we then combined the code of the polygon drawing program with an
exiting code that recognized the PowerGlove.
This code again had already been written by another student
using the glove for his thesis. This code would recognize the glove by
turning on the modem port and accessing the information polled by
the ultrasonic receiver and the glove. The data returned was a charac
ter byte for x, a character byte for y, a character byte for z, a character
byte for tilt, a packed byte for the keypad, and a packed byte for the
hand. The information was received on a continuos basis constantly
reading the status of the glove.
The speed at which the reading was
accomplished was dictated by the speed of the computer.
At this time I understood why most of the VR developers had
not invested developing VR on the Macintosh. On the Macintosh in
order to make the system as user friendly as possible many speed and
configuration features were preset. The system files on the Macintosh,
handle many behind-the-scene
functions that make the operation eas- 45
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ier but slow down the speed. To run a high level language like Think
C, on the Mac the program must run on top of the system, slowing
down performance. This feature is not a problem with the IBM or the
Amiga systems which have an open system of operation. In addition
the coprocessing chip on theMacintosh system is generally slower
than the chips used on the IBM and Amiga systems. Although this
was a major set back in the design of the program, I still was able to
do some interesting effects and continued withmy work.
The next device to configure was the Global Controller.With
my background in Think
C I knew enough information to write my
own driver. The serial port configuration was the same for the global
controller as the glove so I started with the exiting program and added
some new information. The global device had several methods of
polling depending upon which startup character byte was sent. I
decided to use a continuous mode that would report any change from
the controller while repeating the last status position. I decided to use
this method because it would work best for manipulating an individ
ual object on the screen. I had some difficulty initially rewriting this
driver because as I would test the controller the computerwould
freeze. Since I was in a debug mode, Think
C stops the computer
from crashing completely and takes you
back to a work mode of
ThinkC. What I didn't know is that if the serial port is opened to
receive data, it must also be closed properly to rerun the program. So
each time it would freeze, the port was stuck open and I couldn't
properly receive the startup
byte to turn on the controller. Until I real
ized this problem I couldn't progress to use the controller with
graph- 46
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ics. Once I correctly closed the port and polled the device I was able to
receive the data I needed to manipulate the graphics.
The global device sent two packed bytes. One byte was for lin
ear movement and one for rotational movement. I had to then break
down the bytes into binary code to see which bit was activated. In the
linear byte, two bits were status information, two bits were x move
ment, two bits were y movement, and two bits were z movement. In
the rotational byte, two bits were status information, two bits were
yaw movement, two bits were pitch movement, and two bits were roll
movement. To checkwhich bits were activated I used a function
which would shift bits and add them to a 0 byte code to evaluate a
byte to see if it had been activated. Once I knew which bits were acti
vated I could attach scripts to alter graphics on the screen.
Activating the vibration feedback was relatively simple. Once
the port is open I can send messages (a byte of information) to the
controller. The global device responds to a bit code telling it to what
degree to set the vibration. This device responds with one of fifteen
levels of intensity.
Configuring the sound sections had some problems as well. It
would have been possible to use ThinkC programming to activate
sound files but the complexity involved was beyond my knowledge
and time frame. I used MacroMind
Director33 to work with sound
files since it was simple to attach animation to sound. But unfortu
nately MacroMind does not
output stereo sound automatically. This
was a surprise I hadn't planned on, since MacroMind allows you to set
up the sound into two
channels very directly, yet it will only play the 47
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left channel of the stereo sound. Once I contacted technical support
they said I would need to use the new Sound Edit Pro34. This new
version could save the sound file in a format that could be read by
MacroMind Director and outputted as a stereo sound. Getting the
file into MacroMind also had some problems. Normally to bring in a
file by importing, you select import and choose your file. Then the file
comes in automatically as a cast member. Sound Edit Pro files don't
show up as a file, only as a resource. Once you saved the file as a
resource directly into the MacroMind destination file, you have to
import from itself to bring it in as a cast member. At this point your
MacroMind file now has two copies of the sound which occupies
twice as much space. So you must go in and use a resource editing
application to remove the extra sound file.
With the hardware, technical, and research areas finally com
plete, I was ready to design a demonstration model. Initially I wanted
to create my own Virtual Reality learning application. But with my
findings, to create such a system that effectively worked at a useful
speed and encompassed all the senses would not be possible. I decided
instead to arrange a stand alone file which would run each of the
devices, and present the strengths and weaknesses of the Macintosh.
Then, with my knowledge of VR, I would
document the possibilities
of using VR in education.
VR on the Mac was made up of seven pieces divided among
three senses: Sight, Sound, and Sensation. The sight section demon
strated immersive, depth and responsive visual information. The
sound section demonstrated sound location and environment. The 48
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sensation section demonstrated collision and resistance feedback.
The intensity of computer software upgrades and creations is
both frustrating yet relieving today. In the midst of designing my sys
tem, the Virtus Corporation, came out with the first VR application
available on theMacintosh called VirtusWalk Through35 I used this
application to create the immersive environment of R.I.T. Walk
Through allows a designer to build a 3D world very quickly using sim
ple drawing tools and a floor plan. Once the model is created, a user
can navigate through the environment with the mouse or buttons
provided by the application. VirtusWalkThrough can also be con
verted to a standalone file, by using Virtus Voyager36, in which a
menu bar and navigation buttons are automatically programmed in.
Of course speed is a factor, so there is only ambient lighting in the
environments and simply colored extruded polygon shapes. But the
strength of the application is its ease of use, compatibilitywith
QuickTime, and its standalone feature.
I used the red and blue filter glasses to simulate the depth sec
tion, and rendered a bowling scene in Ray Dream Designer. This
scene gave me a good variety of depth and space to help depict a 3D
environment. Then in Photoshop images can be converted to RGB
mode, and by shifting the red channel picture by a certain degree,
objects appear to come out of the screen. This effect can also be
accomplished with animation. Instead of working with
Photoshop37
and a single image, you can render a series of pics in
red and shift the camera slightly and render the same series in blue.
Then in MacroMind Director, over lap the two images(red and blue) 49
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and set the ink of the top series to addpin. One thing to keep in mind
is that the value color of the acetate must match the value color of the
pics files.
The next two responsive sections were coded in ThinkC, lin
ear and rotational movement. To also give somewhat of a 3D effect, I
projected the images used in these segments twice, one in red and one
in blue. The PowerGlove was used for the linear segment. I drew a
representation of a hand with simple wireframe lines and coded it to
open and close according to the user's actions, as well as follow the
x,y, and z movement. Each time the computer received the glove's
location and condition, it responded accordingly and drew the hand.
After each drawing I had to erase the screen to clear the screen for the
next hand to be drawn. If I didn't erase the screen after each hand
drawing, I would have been left with trails of where the previous hand
had last been visible. Although the hand looks as if it is moving, it is
actually the camera position which is changing. It is much faster to
simply recalculate the project function from a new camera position
then to redraw the eleven points of the hand plus recalculate its view
from the camera. Though this may sound confusing it is a significant
ly quickermethod. The
PowerGlove
was capable of doing other
things besides moving linearly. I had code which rotated the wrist,
drew lines on the screen, and picked up objects, but each additional
function slowed the performance terribly. In addition to speed prob
lems the glove receiver often picked up noise signals that occasionally
threw the glove off the screen. To reduce the noise, the program had a
deglitch settingwhich compensated
for stray numbers. Although it 50
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reduced disturbances, it added an extra function which slowed perfor
mance.
The global device used the same project and drawing equations
as the PowerGlove but different camera positioning. To simulate
rotation, instead of simply changing the camera's x, y, and z coordi
nates, I had to instruct the camera to yaw, pitch, or roll its heading
vector. This was not a simple operation. In order for the object being
viewed to look as if it is really being rotated, the camera must rotate
and reposition itself linearly as well. I was unable to accomplish this
without some assistance from mathematic wizards. The basic function
involved Trigonometry. Even after this function was correctly written,
the object rotation performed erraticallywhen changed using the lin
ear movement by the controller. In order to show proper rotation of
an object I had to disable the linear control from the controller. The
linear movement was still changed within the code during the reposi
tioning of the camera but not allowed to change by the user.
The sensation section was much easier to code. I decided to just
work with basic Quickdraw commands, since I was not emphasizing
3D space in this portion of the program. The controller as I had men
tioned earlier, is capable of sending vibration feedback. This incre
mented type of vibration communicated a force feedback as opposed
to the other type of VR feedback such as textural sensation. Force
feedback can communicate interaction. I chose to demonstrate colli
sion and resistance because these types of feedback work well when
moving through space, which the
global device is best used for. In the
collision segment, the rock and the man are separate regions. Each 52
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region moves according to its classification type (rock vs man). A
movement function redraws the region in a new location, and then
erases the pixels which are no longer part of the new positioned
region. This type of procedure gives a nice smooth repositioning,
because the computer only redraws the pixels which change. The next
function detects if the two regions intersect. When they do intersect
the code sends a byte of information to the controller to turn on the
vibration. After the intersection has ended the another byte is sent to
turn the vibration off. The resistance demo works very similarly. The
charge plus drawing is a region which moves according to its classifi
cation. The magnet is a bitmap resource pict. As the charged region
changes the its x, y location, a command is sent to the controller to
change the vibration feedback. Another command also changes the
rate the charge moves and redraws itself.
Once the C file is complete ThinkCgives you an option to
create an application. These files are about 35K and use about 400K to
run.
The third demonstration, 3D Sound, was illustrated with Ray
Dream Designer38 and Swivel 3D39, and animated using
MacroMind Director. I wanted to show how sound changes based
on location and by the type of environment the sound is in.
There are three types of rooms the sounds are played in: an
empty (hard) room, an outside (wall less) room, and a padded (soft)
room. Each room contains five distinctly different sounds: a fly, a
pipe, a basketball, a stereo, and a glass. I tried to pick a variety of
sounds and distinctly different environments. Each sound has been 52
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altered to signify its unique environment and location in it. This sec
tion worked very well. I taped the sounds surprisingly with a mono
recorder, then in Sound Edit I was able to add a second channel, to
give it stereo characteristics. I then adjusted the strength of the sound
either in the left or right channel to effect its location. For example, to
make a sound come from the right, I would envelope down (lower
diagonally) the left channel , and envelope up (raise diagonally) the
right channel.
To change the way a sound might be heard according to its
environment, I altered the sound file using the effects supplied by
Sound Edit. To give a slight echo to the items in the empty room, I
simply added an echo effect on the sounds. To add an outside influ
ence I raised the frequency levels of the sounds. To soften the sounds
for the padded room items, I added the smooth effect. I then import
ed the sounds as noted earlier into channel 1 of theMacroMind
Director file, and used them in syncwith their animations..
To run the entire VR demonstration as a unit I made a
stanalone file with buttons linked to the separate sections: Immersion,
Depth, Rotation, Linear, Collision, Resistance, and Sound. I was
impressed with MacroMind's power to open other standalone files and
applications, and return to the correct location in the main unit, rela
tively quickly and smoothly.
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Conclusion
Of course with any new creation comes many concerns. Re
searchers as well as the public are concerned about VR's detrimental
effects on society. Cyber-burnout can be caused by too much artificial
stimulation, as well as eye irritation from the close fixation on the
screen. Many users have also experienced a form of vertigo due to the
inaccurate sense of orientation and the environment experienced in
the computer. Among the practical physical problems are also cum
bersome equipment and gear, poor graphic resolution, low tactile sen
sations from the gloves, and no sense of friction or weight when oper
ating or holding objects. Aside from these technical problems also
come social concerns. Will VR be an escape from society and a place
to retreat from the growing complexity of the world?
Will it revolu
tionize communication or destroy intimacy and closeness? Will it
become a manufactured Utopia that hides the truth and pain of
human struggle? It's hard to look at something that seems so distant
yet is so near. All I can conclude is that it's here, and it's the natural
progression of computer technologies and educators need to become a
part of it. With proper design and guidance Virtual Reality could
potentially improve learning and any




After looking back on this project I realize that I had looked
beyond the scope of simply computer graphics, but I feel it was very
significant none the less. My suggestions for those interested in pursu
ing the graphical support for Virtual Reality, would be to focus on cur
rently available software. By the completion of this thesis, I found
advances in software development had occurred, enough to occupy a
thesis. Also, Virtual Reality news groups now exist on networks like,
Internet, American Online , and CompuServe and are packed with
information. These networks discuss all of the latest developments in
VR. I would also suggest staying with the mouse and basic sound
functions provided by the Macintosh. Creative use of 3D graphics and
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Appendix A:LCD Glasses schematic
Note (These schematics have been updated since the review given earlier in
the procedures chapter, and may be more accurate.)
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CONVERTING THE SEGA 3-D GLASSES ADAPTER
FOR DSE WITH A PARALLEL PORT
Building this circuit requires some experience with a soldering iron. If you don't have experience
with this kind of tinkering, we recommend you double-check the circuit with a digital multimeter
before plugging it in to your computer. For obvious reasons, we cannot accept any responsibility if
the circuit you build damages your equipment. If you are in doubt, don't try it.
You will need the glasses and adapter card from Sega, a power supply (producing 5 volts and











Cut left lead of 04. lift up component







from pin 4 of
parallel port
GND
PmstoGNO:1 10 19 27 28 31
Pinsto+5Vl3 4 5 6 14 IS 16 18
21 22 23 32 33 34 35




The tools you will need are a soldering iron, long-nose pliers, and a wire cutter. Figure 12.1
shows a diagram of the adapter board.
The control wire gets connected to pin 4 of the DB25, and GND gets connected to pins 1 8 through
25. See Figure 1 2.2 for the pinout of the connector. Remember, the drawing is as you see it with the
solder side of the pins facing you.
The power supply: You can either get volt
ages you need from the PC, or use an external
supply. The connectors that plug into disk
drives will power this quite nicely, but you have
to get the cable out of the machine somehow. If-
you want to use an external power supply, the
5- and 12-volt versions are fairly common; or
you can make one from parts at Radio Shack. It consists of the 9-volt DC transformer (one of those
big black cubes that plugs into the wall, with a wire coming out). This actually produces 9.7 volts,
which is close enough to run the glasses. You will also need a 7805 3-pin regulator to produce the 5
volts (see package for details on how to hook it up).
These instructions were based on material provided by John Swenson, who welcomes your com
ments. Please write to him directly at:
25 v14
Figure 12.2 Pinouts for DB25 connector
John Swenson CompuServe 75300,2136






newX = oldX+radius*sin(counter*(3. 14159265857)/ 180);
newY =
oldY+radius*sin(counter*(3.14159265857)/180);'//on for roll
turtle->PositionCamera(newX/newY/oldZ); //no change in z
turtle->fCamera->PitchUp(-fchange*l); //acts like roll
project(turtle->fCamera, p, x, y, turtle->fZoom,turtle->fCenterX/ turtle->fCenterY);
SerColor(65535, 0, 0);
draw(x,y);
turtle->PositionCamera(newX+5/newY-2,oldZ); //no change in z
turtle->fCamera->PitchUp(-fchange*l); //acts like roll
SetColor(0, 8000, 65535);
project(turtle->fCamera, p, x, y, turtle->fZoom,turtle->fCenterX, turtle->fCenterY);
draw(x,y);







turtle->PositionCamera(oldX,newY/newZ); //no change in x
turtle->fCamera->RollLeft(-echange*l); //Acts like Pitch
project(turtle->fCamera, p, x, y, turtle->fZoom,turtle->fCenterX, turtle->fCenterY);
SetColor(65535, 0, 0);
USER STATUS BYTES
In both polled and exception mode the GLOBAL Controller sends to the host computer a 3 byte format consisting of a
Linear Status Byte, a Rotational Status Byte, and a Button Status Byte. Status bytes are identified by the twoMost
Significant Bits (bit 6 and bit 7) which are identifier bits within each byte. The remaining bit positions represent data
bits and are represented with a 1 = inactive status and 0 = active states.
LINEAR STATUS BYTE ROTATIONAL STATUS BYTE BUTTON STATUS BYTF.
bit 7 byte ID, always 0 bit 7 byte ID, always 1 bit 7 byte ID, always 1
bit 6 byte ID, always 1 bit 6 byte ID, always 1 bit 6 byte ID, always 0
bit 5 Move Down bitS Roll CounterClockwise bit S undefined
bit 4 MoveUp bit 4 Roll Clockwise bit 4 undefined
bit 3 Move Left bit 3 Pitch Down bit 3 undefined
bit 2 Move Right bit 2 Pitch Up bit 2 undefined
bit 1 Move Back bill YawLeft bit 1 undefined
bit 0 Move Ahead bitO Yaw Right bit 0 undefined
TACTILE FEEDBACK CONTROL BYTE
The tactile feedback control byte from the host computer consists of two parts: the upper and lower nibbles of
the byte. The upper nibble contains a binary code, 1010b or 1011b, identifying this as one of either a Variable
Intensity or Timed Pulse tactile feedback byte. The lower nibble contains an intensity or time value for
its'
mode.
VARIABLE INTENSITY TACTILE FEEDBACKMODE
If the upper nibble is 1010b then the lower order nibble will contain a value to control the vibration intensity
of the tactile feedback. If the lower nibble is 0000b, then all vibration will be turned off, any other value will vary the
intensity of the vibration in IS proportional steps. In this mode two bytes must be sent to the controller, the first
byte to turn the tactile feedback on at the desired intensity and the second byte sent later to turn the tactile feedback off.






where xxxx = the vibration intensity value.
Minimum Intensity -s
I Tactile Feedback is On
Maximum Intensity J
TactileFeedback is turnedOff
TIMED PULSE TACTILE FEEDBACKMODE
If the upper nibble is 101 lb then the lower order nibble contains a value to control the time-on of the tactile
feedback. The lower nibble varies the time-on of the tactile feedback in 16 proportional steps starting at 0000b = .OS
seconds and going up to 1 1 1 lb
=








where xxxx = the time value tactile feedback is on
Minimum time on .OS seconds
Maximum time on .8 seconds
After this time has elapsed the controller automatically turns the tactile feedback off unless the tactile feedback is reset
by an additional Tactile Feedback Control Byte.
GLOBALDevices, 6630 Arabian Circle, Granite Bay, CA 95661, ph. (916) 791-3533, fax (916) 791-4358
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USER STATUS BYTES
In both polled and exception mode the GLOBAL Controller sends to the host computer a 3 byte format consisting of a
Linear Status Byte, a Rotational Status Byte, and a Button Status Byte. Status bytes are identified by the two Most
Significant Bits (bit 6 and bit 7) which are identifier bits within each byte. The remaining bit positions represent data
bits and are represented with a 1 = inactive status and 0 = active stigtus.
LINEAR STATUS BYTE ROTATIONAT STATI IS RYTE BUTTON STATUS BYTE
bit 7 byte ID, always 0 bit 7 byte ID, always 1 bit 7 byte ID, always 1
bit 6 byte ID, always 1 bit 6 byte ID, always 1 bit 6 byte ID, always 0
bit 5 Move Down bitS Roll Counter Clockwise bit 5 undefined
bit 4 MoveUp bit 4 Roll Clockwise bit 4 undefined
"bin Move Left bit 3 Pitch Down bit 3 undefined
bit 2 Move Right bit 2 Pitch Up bit 2 undefined
bit 1 Move Back bill Yaw Left bit 1 undefined
bit 0 Move Ahead bitO Yaw Right bit 0 undefined
TACTILE FEEDBACK CONTROL BYTE
The tactile feedback control byte from the host computer consists of two parts: the upper and lower nibbles of
the byte. The upper nibble contains a binary code, 1010b or 101 lb, identifying this as one of either a Variable
Intensity or Timed Pulse tactile feedback byte. The lower nibble contains an intensity or time value for
its'
mode.
VARIABLE INTENSITY TACTILE FEEDBACKMODE
If the upper nibble is 1010b then the lower order nibble will contain a value to control the vibration intensity
of the tactile feedback. If the lower nibble is 0000b, then all vibration will be turned off, any other value will vary the
intensity of the vibration in IS proportional steps. In this mode two bytes must be sent to the controller, the first
byte to turn the tactile feedback on at the desired intensity and the second byte sent later to turn the tactile feedback off.






where xxxx = the vibration intensity value.
Minimum Intensity *s
L. Tactile Feedback is On
Maximum Intensity J
Tactile Feedback is turnedOff
TIMED PULSE TACTILE FEEDBACKMODE
If the upper nibble is 101 lb then the lower order nibble contains a value to control the time-on of the tactile
feedback. The lower nibble varies the time-on of the tactile feedback in 16 proportional steps starting at 0000b = .05
seconds and going up to 1 1 1 lb
=








where xxxx = the time value tactile feedback is on
Minimum time on .05 seconds
Maximum time on .8 seconds
After this time has elapsed the controller automatically urns the tactile feedback off unless the tactile feedback is reset
by an additional Tactile Feedback Control Byte.
GLOBALDevices, 6630 Arabian Circle, Granite Bay, CA 95661, ph. (916) 791-3533, fax (916) 791-4358
Page 2 of 2 Serial Data Format GLOBAL 3D
Controller
Appendix C: Glove Schematic
Note ( The following article is from Byte
Magazine July 1990 Volume 7)
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for tnc Nintendo Entertainment
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three data lines, a ground, and 5 V. It's
probably best to connect the glov ; to an
unused printer port; you can g :t 5 V
from any ofa number of sources.
For my prototype, 1 used an e ;ternal
regulated power ! supply. No e: ;ternal
supply? The red and black wire|s jon a
spare disk drive power connect r| will
give you 5 V^ or you might tap 5 V ftom
trie1
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silnn with a tap on the kcyboardrs 5-VJ
supply. Pin 5 of the five-pin DINWug
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the tricky paci.nThe glove
a sir all box that controls hi
It's that short cpble with :h
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This is the only Power Glove-speciflc |ait of the <i>deJ
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sells t NGf- Super EKtendo set (a pair
of game co itroller extension cords) for
aroutdSlO One end \ n\\ mate perfect
ly wth the Power Glove's connector.
,0n tl e glov i i>r extens oh cable, remove
the (nd th it normally plugs into the
Ninti :ndo u lit, leaving a couple of inch
es of wire. Now, strif off somei insula
tion Tom ( ach strand and confirm the
color coding. T,he Matel wiring on) the
glov : I wi irked wit! used the color
schei ne shewn in figure B. If you use a
Super Extc ado 'cable, you may find ^he
coloi s shov ti in the se :ond color.chart.
C<mnect the glove i nd of the |wire to
the i 5-pin connector, a shown in fig
ure Ur|Th( [i+5-V wiie (formerly from
pin 1) and ground (pir 1) should be
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necti :d to tjfe 5-V supp|y (hat you chose
earlier.
.Serial for Breakfast
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-
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P Uses should be kepi) befween 3 ind
"8 m icrosc conds , and the bit j sampl ing
-shot Id be padked as tightly a^
possible.
'
In fi gure ' rj trie resetpulse is about4 /is,
< and the cl >ck pulses arel about 3 ps. Jn
fortmatel y ] tlje prinjerfport on the PC'
has a fir ite response lime somewhai
lorif er th in ] that, soj yt u need to ad<
som e deh w. The exact imount dejeiid
on t he sp jed of your ir acrurje and (thi
mal eup o I your parripil irprinter port
i Listing ^ lis a code snippw fromji
'soui ce foi JPG.COMJa mMet^r^cur|
sor-
cey d ^ver that uses the glpve outputj
tod ive tl e cursor kayi ad. ffjyou're niot
Wot cing | vith a PC jocmpatible, you'll
.
ottk Ii to v rite a^pieci[c|f code that does
somrthin | similar. p?ditor|s[note: Th,\
toiit ce co lefor fc.GpMUawilabl ioi i
disband$n Bfy. Ste^geSf^deta^b.^










void DoPosdong numbytes, char buffer[3], int bit_infoL[8], int bit_infoR[8],





void DoNegOong numbytes, char buffer[3], int bit_infoL[8], int bit_infoR[8],












* Magnet= new Fan;
Square
* Charge = new Square;
char buffer[3]; / /number of bytes received from
int holdRotational,holdLinear; / /variables to hold linear and rotational byte
int index,l, temp;











































//draw object( Charge is a square)
//close region
//open region
/ /draw object( Charge is a square)
//dose region
Charge->SetSpeed(.5);
globalOnO; / /initialize global device
while(!Button())
{
getGlobalDevice(buffer); //read status of global device
for ( i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
bit_infoL[i] = 0; //check linear byte status
bit_infoR[i] = 0; //check rotational byte status
thePlay.c Page 3
}
holdLinear = (int) ((unsigned char) buffer[0]);
holdRotational = (int) ((unsigned char) bufferfl]);
index = bit_search(holdLinear, holdRotational, bit_infoL, bit_infoR);
/*














err = FSWrite(aoutRefNum, &numbytes, buffer);
}
buffer[0] = '\xA0';
err = FSWrite(aoutRefNum, &numbytes, buffer);
globalOffO; / /turns off the global and the serial port
}
void DoPosdong numbytes, char buffer[], int
bit_infoL[],int bit_infoR[],int holdRotational,







if (bit_infoL[2]==0) //printfC Move RightW);
Charge->fHead->Initialize(l,0);





































void DoNegOong numbytes, char buffer[], int bit_infoL[],int bit_infoR[],int holdRotational,






if (bit_infoL[2]==0) //printfC Move RightW);
Chargel->fHead->Initialize(l,0);





































while (counter < 8)
{
if ((temp_source & 1) == 1)
/*
& in this case adds the binary values of temp_source
and One.*/
numl [counter] = 1;
/*
puts 1 in the array if the added values equal one*/
temp_source= 1;
/*
moves one bit to the right one at a time





while (counter < 8)
{
if ((temp_source & 1) == 1)
/*





puts 1 in the array if the added values equal one*/
temp_source= 1;
/*
moves one bit to the right one at a time





/*This file converts cordinates into a form which





























fHead = new Vector;
fHead->Initialize(l,0);















void LCS::Left (float angle)
{
fHead->Rotate(angle);


































void LCS::MoveRel (float dx, float dy)
{























fMacX = X() + 0.5 + centerX;
lcs.c
























int lastX = fMacX;
int lastY = fMacY;
SetColor(fColor);
MoveTo(fMacX, fMacY);
fMacX = X() + 0.5 + centerX;











































int left, top, right, bottom;
left = border - centerX;










float dx = XO - lcs->X();
float dy = Y()
- lcs->Y();








/"This file handels vectors and defines their use*/
#include"vector.h"





= 1.0 /sqrt(fX*fX + fY*fY);
Scale (mag);
}
// Make this vector a copy of vector v





// Initialize new vector to (x, y).





/ / Add vector v to this vector





//Multiply the components of this vector by num














Rotate this vector angle degrees - PERP is a second vector, perpindicular
to this vector. PERP will determine the plane of rotation and should
differ by 90 degrees from this, in the direction of positive rotation.
*/
void Vector ::Rotate( double angle)
{
double ang, S, C;













// Functions X, Y, & Z return the values fX, fY & fZ respectively
float Vector :: X() { return fX; }
float Vector :: Y() { return fY; }
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/*
















































































































SetRect( &DrawWindow, LEFT, TOP, RIGHT, BOTTOM );


























to load in your picture resource.
/ / see rocket example in cast.c included with this package
/ / also look at play.c to see how the
"Sputnik"
rocket object was made.
//
/ / Use the
"ResEdit"
program to make a resource file with a pic in it.
/ / Your first pic resource will be number 128.
/ / You can cut a pict to the clipboard from a paint program
/ / Then past it into a new
"PICT"
type resource in ResEdit
//
/ / Make sure your resource file is called
"vector.jt.rsrc"
and it is































fMacX = XO + 0.5 + centerX;
fMacY = centerY + 0.5 - Y();
dx = fMacX - lastX;
dy = fMacY - lastY;
ex = (fscrollrect.right - fscrollrect.left)/2;
cy
























move the rect to keep up */
}
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err = OpenDriver(temp, &ref);
if(err = OpenDriver(temp, &ref)) printfCerror %d - Program Dead! \n", err);
/ /else printf("Success! ! ! ! \n");
serconfig
= baud9600 + data8 + stop10 + noParity;
err = ControKaoutRefNum, 8, &serconfig);
err = Control(ainRefNum, 8, &serconfig);
}











err = FSWrite(aoutRefNum, &numbytes, buffer);
numbytes = 3;











err = FSWrite(aoutRefNum, &numbytes, buffer);
buffer[0] = '\0';
numbytes = 1;






















void view(int gloveX, int gloveY, int gloveZ, int wrist, int fist, Turtle*turtle, point p[], int x[], i
void main()
{





xcoord = (int *) x;
int
*
ycoord = (int *) y;
point p[19];






















while((timer!=300)) // hex 82 is the
"start"









if ((int) ((unsigned char) buffer[5])==00)
fist=0; / /fist off
else
fist=l; //fist on

















fCenterX = (screenBits.bounds.right - screenBits.bounds.left)/2;




























fUp -> Rotate(fLeft, -angle);
fLeft -> Rotate(fTemp, -angle);
}































































void LCS::PositionCamera(float x,float y,float z)
{
fCamera->Initialize(x, y, z );
}
















float tx, ty, tz;
















fMacX= ((tx * fZoom / tz)+0.5) + fCenterX;
/*
0.5 is used to round to nearest int */
fMacY = fCenterY - ((ty
*
fZoom / tz)+0.5);







/*handles vectors to use in directing the turtle*/
#include"vector.h"
#include<math.h>
float Vector:-.degrad = 0.01745329238474369049;
void Vector::Cross(Vector *vl, Vector *v2)
{
fX = vl->fY*v2->fZ - v2->fY*vl->fZ;
fY = v2->fX*vl->fZ - vl->fX*v2->fZ;










// Make this vector a copy of
vector v





// Initialize this vector to (x, y,
z).
void Vector ::







/ / Add vector v to this vector






/ /Multiply the components of this vector by num







Rotate this vector angle degrees - PERP is a second vector, perpindicular
to this vector. PERP will determine the plane of rotation and should
differ by 90 degrees from this, in the direction of positive rotation.
*/
void Vector ::Rotate(Vector *perp, float angle)
{








* fX + S
*
perp->fX, C
* fY + S * perp->fY,C * fZ + S * perp->fZ);
/ /return the dot product of this vector and the vector v
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float Vector :: Dot(Vector *v)
{
return (fX * v->fX + fY * v->fY + fZ * v->fZ);
)
/ / Print x, y, & z components of this vector to supplied output stream
void Vector :: Print(FILE *stream)
{
fprintf(stream, "%8.3f%8.3f%8.3f", fX, fY, fZ);




X() { return fX; }
Y() { return fY; }





















SetRect( &DrawWindow, LEFT, TOP, RIGHT, BOTTOM );



































































































































glove.c - Power-Glove data-reader for Macintosh v 1.0
(no error checking)
by William Trainor


















err = OpenDriver(temp, &ref);
serconfig
= baud9600 + data8 + stoplO + noParity;
err = ControKaoutRefNum, 8, &serconfig);
err = Control(ainRefNum, 8, &serconfig);
)






char buffy[6]; / /temp buffer to find sync signal
buffy[0] = '\0';
numbytes = 1;
while (buffy[0] != '\xA0') // find the sync signal
{














































































drawHand(int x[], int y[], int fist)
{











































fcam, point p[], int x[], int y[], float zoom, float ex, float cy)
{
int i;
float tx, ty, tz;
point v;
float hx, hy, hz;
































zoom / tz)+0.5) + ex;












SetColor(0, 35535, 65535 );
turtle->PositionCamera(-(gloveX+l)*9, -(gloveY+l)*5,-1000+(gloveZ*23));
//turtle->fCamera->PitchUp((wrist)*30);






















if((50>samex>0) && (50>samey>0) && (-1050>samez>-950)&&fist==l)
turtle->PositionCamera(-gloveX*9, -gloveY*5,-1000+(gloveZ*23));
//printf("%d\n",fist);







SetColor(0, 35535, 65535 );





SetColor(65535, 0, 0 );




Appendix F: Global Controller Code
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void view(int CamX, int CamY, int CamZ, Turtle*turtle, point p[],





int dchange, echange, fchange,etemp,dtemp,ftemp;
int holdRotational, index;
int bit_infoR[8],i,j; //8 is the number of bits I want to check.
int a, b, c, yaws, pitchs, rolls;
int
*
xcoord = (int *) x;
int
*












































holdRotational = (int) ((unsigned char) buffer[l]);






























































/*This file changes the heading vector of the turtle and











fCenterX = (screenBits.bounds.right - screenBits.bounds.left)/2;


























fUp -> Rotate(fLeft, -angle);
fLeft -> Rotate(fTemp, -angle);


























































void LCS::PositionCamera(float x,float y,float z)
{
fCamera->Initialize(x, y, z );
}
















float tx, ty, tz;















fMacX= ((tx * fZoom / tz)+0.5) + fCenterX;
/*
0.5 is used to round to nearest int */
fMacY = fCenterY - ((ty
* fZoom / tz)+0.5);







/*Defines vectors to be used in the three dimensional Code*/
#pragma once
#include"vector.h"
float Vector::degrad = 0.01745329238474369049;
void Vector::Cross(Vector *vl, Vector "^2)
{
fX = vl->fY*v2->fZ - v2->fY*vl->fZ;













// Make this vector a copy of vector v






// Initialize this vector to (x, y,
z).
void Vector :: Initialize(float x,







/ / Add vector v to this vector





//Multiply the components of this vector by num






Rotate this vector angle degrees - PERP is a second vector, perpindicular
to this vector. PERP will determine the plane of rotation and should
differ by 90 degrees from this, in the direction of positive rotation.
*/
void Vector ::Rotate(Vector *perp, float angle)
{








* fX + S
*
perp->fX, C




fZ + S * perp->fZ);
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//return the dot product of this vector and the vector v
float Vector :: Dot(Vector *v)
{
return (fX * v->fX + fY * v->fY + fZ * v->fZ);
}
/ / Print x, y, & z components of this vector to supplied output stream
void Vector :: Print(FILE *stream)
{
fprintf(stream, "%8.3f%8.3f%8.3f", fX, fY, fZ);
}




X() { return fX;
Y() { return fY;
Z() { return fZ;
colorwindow.c

















SetRect( &DrawWindow, LEFT, TOP, RIGHT, BOTTOM );
gColorWindow = NewCWindow( NIL_POINTER, &DrawWindow,












































































theglobal.c - Global Controller data-reader for Macintosh by Paul Cofrancesco 2/93

















err = OpenDriver(temp, &ref);
if(err = OpenDriver(temp, &ref)) printfCerror %d ~ Program Dead! \n", err);
//else printf("Success!!!!\n");
serconfig
= baud9600 + data8 + stop10 + noParity;
err = ControKaoutRefNum, 8, &serconfig);
err = ControKainRefNum, 8, &serconfig);
}









buffer [0] = '\x81';
err = FSWrite(aoutRefNum, &numbytes, buffer);
numbytes = 3;
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buffer [0] = '\x8A';
err = FSWrite(aoutRefNum, &numbytes, buffer);
buffer[0] = 'NO';
numbytes = 1;



























/*This function reads a Bit and checks which of the eight bytes are turned on*/
#include
"bitsearch.h"






while (counter < 8)
{
if ((temp_source & 1) == 1)
/*




puts 1 in the array if the added values equal one*/
temp_source= 1;
/*
moves one bit to the right one at a time









/*Draws the changed location of the cube*/



















/"Converts the 3D information into 2D to be displayed on the screen*/




float tx, ty, tz;
float hx, hy, hz;




hx= fcam->fHead->fX; //vector of head 1,0,0
hy = fcam->fHead->fY;
hz = fcam->fHead->fZ;




































zoom / tz)+0.5) + ex;
/*







/*Gets the changes made by the user using the global device and sent values from main*/
void view(int CamX, int CamY, int CamZ, Turtle*turtle, point p[], int x[], int y[], int yaws,



















//Converts the old locations of the camera into the new location
newX = oldX+radius*sin(counter*(3.14159265857)/180);
newZ = oldZ-(radius-(radius*cos(counter*(3.14159265857)/ 180)));
turtle->PositionCamera(newX,oldY,newZ); //no change in y
turtle->fCamera->YawLeft(-dchange*l);




turtle->PositionCamera(newX+10,oldY-3,newZ); / /no change in y
turtle->fCamera->YawLeft(-dchange*l);











turtle->PositionCamera(oldX+10,newY-4,newZ); //no change in x
turtle->fCamera->RollLeft(-echange*l); //Acts like Pitch
SetColor(0, 8000, 65535);
project(turtle->fCamera, p, x, y, turtle->fZoom,turtle->fCenterX,
turtle-
>fCenterY);
draw(x,y);
}
EraseScreenO;
}
